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Digital suffering: why it’s a problem and how to
prevent it1
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ABSTRACT
As ever more advanced digital systems are created, it becomes increasingly
likely that some of these systems will be digital minds, i.e. digital subjects of
experience. With digital minds comes the risk of digital suffering. The
problem of digital suffering is that of mitigating this risk. We argue that the
problem of digital suffering is a high stakes moral problem and that
formidable epistemic obstacles stand in the way of solving it. We then
propose a strategy for solving it: Access Monitor Prevent (AMP). AMP uses a
‘dancing qualia’ argument to link the functional states of certain digital
systems to their experiences—this yields epistemic access to digital minds.
With that access, we can prevent digital suffering by only creating advanced
digital systems that we have such access to, monitoring their functional
profiles, and preventing them from entering states with functional markers of
suffering. After introducing and motivating AMP, we confront limitations it
faces and identify some options for overcoming them. We argue that AMP
fits especially well with—and so provides a moral reason to prioritize—one
approach to creating such systems: whole brain emulation. We also contend
that taking other paths to digital minds would be morally risky.

ARTICLE HISTORY Received 4 June 2022; Accepted 2 November 2022

KEYWORDS Artificial intelligence; machine ethics; consciousness; dancing qualia argument;
functionalism; alignment problem

1. Introduction

We are living through a period of rapid progress in the development of
artificially intelligent systems. In less than the span of an average
human life, the state of the art has advanced from a desktop electronic
calculator to self-driving cars, facial recognition devices, and the likes of
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AlphaFold 2, MuZero, and GPT-3, which have respectively made scientific
breakthroughs on long-standing protein prediction problems, taught
itself how to play strategy games at superhuman levels, and displayed
hints of general intelligence in summarizing texts, responding to
natural language instructions, and writing both computer code and pas-
sable poetry. It is doubtful that any digital system that exists today is con-
scious, i.e. is such that there is something it is like to be it. But as digital
systems’ capabilities continue to increase, this will become less doubtful.
We will call digital systems with conscious experiences digital minds. With
digital minds comes the potential for digital suffering, i.e. the potential for
experiences with negative valence that are pro tanto morally bad to
cause.2 Hence, we face the problem of digital suffering: the problem of
mitigating the risk of suffering in digital minds.3

The problem of digital suffering is acute for three reasons. First, current
technological trends render the arrival of digital minds an increasingly live
possibility. AI researchers tend to disagree about when digital systems
that exceed all human cognitive capabilities will arrive, not whether
they will. One recent survey of machine learning researchers found that
in aggregate respondents accorded a 50% chance of machines that
exceed humans in all abilities arriving within 45 years.4 Admittedly, artifi-
cial intelligence researchers have a track record of erring on the side of
optimism for predictions about the pace of technological progress, and
they sometimes think of human abilities in a manner divorced from con-
sciousness. Still, it would be perilous to ignore the possibility of digital
minds in the face of such forecasts from researchers in the field. Nor
would it be appropriate to ignore the possibility of digital minds until
their arrival is imminent. For digital minds may arrive in the midst of an
intelligence explosion in which digital systems recursively self-improve,
leading to accelerating gains in digital capabilities that quickly improve
from roughly human to well-beyond human.5 Under such circumstances,
we may have little advanced warning about the arrival of digital minds.
And with the arrival of digital systems with capabilities that vastly
exceed our own, we may no longer be in a position to prevent digital
suffering. Thus, we should regard the arrival of digital minds as a live

2We adopt this understanding of suffering for convenience and precision. We take it to be a reasonable
precisification of an ordinary notion of suffering that marks out a morally important category, but we
do not assume that it is the only such precisification. Those who favor an alternative precisification are
invited to substitute their preferred notion into the discussion that follows.

3See Gloor (2016), Sandberg (2014b), and Tomasik (2017); cf. Schwitzgebel and Garza (2015).
4See Grace et al. (2018).
5See Bostrom (2014), Chalmers (2010b), and Good (1965).
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possibility for the not-too-distant future, and we have reason to take it
seriously well before it occurs.

Second, the moral stakes here are astronomical: digital suffering could
quickly come to swamp the amount of suffering that has occurred in bio-
logical systems throughout the history of the planet. There are several
paths to this outcome. On one, digital minds become cheap to
produce. As a result, digital minds come to greatly outnumber biological
minds. In this case, even if individual digital minds’ capacity to suffer is
similar to that of biological minds, the sheer number of digital minds
could generate quantities of digital suffering that exceed the amount of
biological suffering. Another path exploits differences in processing
speed. Digital systems can be expected to surpass brains in processing
power by many orders of magnitude.6 This suggests that a given digital
mind might undergo more experiences in less time than any biological
subject. In that case, even a relatively small number of digital minds
might endure many more suffering experiences than all those had by bio-
logical subjects. Yet another path turns on the types of suffering that a
digital mind might undergo. Given the vastness of the space of minds,
there is little reason to think that the sorts of suffering we are familiar
with are among the worst possible kinds. So it would be unsurprising if
some digital minds are capable of kinds of suffering that are worse
than any endured in the biological realm. This raises the possibility of a
short-lived ‘disutility monster’, a digital system that undergoes a form
of suffering so severe that its moral importance outstrips all other
suffering that occurs in our world.7 While the problem of digital
suffering is especially acute on some utilitarian views, one does not
need to be a utilitarian (or consequentialist) to recognize that suffering
is pro tanto bad and that we have reason to prevent it. This principle
can and should be embraced by a wide range of moral views including
deontological, contractualist, and virtue theories; if a theory rejects it,
that is a very serious mark against such a theory. The problem of digital
suffering is thus a high stakes moral problem regardless of one’s choice

6Neurons operate seven and a half orders of magnitude more slowly than today’s fastest (non-quantum)
microprocessors and transmit signals via axons eighteen orders of magnitude more slowly than optical
signaling in such processors (Bostrom 2014, 71–72; Berry et al. 2020). While it is debatable whether we
should expect non-quantum computational capabilities to continue growing in accordance with
Moore’s law, there is reason to think quantum computing will be a source of significant further
gains in capabilities. For instance, in 2019 a Google quantum computer executed in 200 s a compu-
tational task that would have taken 10,000 years to complete on the (then) fastest non-quantum com-
puter (Arute et al. 2019).

7Compare the discussion of paths to superhuman welfare in Shulman and Bostrom (2020).
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of moral theory, though the precise dimensions of the problem may be
sensitive to this choice.8

Third, current methods for understanding the inner workings of digital
systems will tell us almost nothing about the mental lives of future digital
minds. Thus, unless new methods are developed, digital minds will likely
be epistemically inaccessible to us. As things stand, we have little insight
into the inner workings of candidate digital minds. If these systems, or
near-future versions of them, are conscious, we may have no idea. And
even if we have reason to believe that they are conscious, the character
of their experience will elude us. This epistemic obstacle exacerbates
the problem of digital suffering because preventing suffering requires
some way of determining whether a system is suffering, and that is not
something we can know about a system whose mental life is opaque
to us. Absent epistemological innovation, this aspect of the problem
will become more severe as digital systems become more advanced. As
digital systems acquire a wider range of cognitive abilities, our credence
that they are conscious should presumably increase. However, given
current trends in machine learning and big data, there is little reason to
think that these advances will be accompanied by human understanding
of how these systems work, much less what their mental lives are like.

The difficulty we face in accessing digital minds bears some similarities
to the familiar ‘problem of other minds’,9 which calls into question our
ordinary beliefs about other minds by noting the apparent compatibility
of our evidence with the hypothesis that those beliefs are false, e.g.
because other humans are unconscious ‘zombies’. But while the
problem of other minds is a skeptical puzzle with little real world
import, our epistemic access to digital systems is—or at least may soon
be—a live issue with important moral ramifications.

In this way, the problem of our epistemic access to digital systems
more closely resembles the issue we face in understanding the conscious
lives of other animals. We lack a satisfactory answer to the question of
how far down the phylogenetic tree states of suffering—and so moral
status—descend. The moral status of practices such as factory farming
or fishing depends, at least in large part, on which animals suffer. As a
result, our lack of epistemic access to the experiences of different types

8For example, a utilitarian might treat suffering in digital minds as a basic source of moral badness; a
Kantian might instead say we have reason to prevent digital suffering because it interferes with an
agent’s autonomy, deprives an agent of deserved happiness, or because doing so upholds an imper-
fect duty of beneficence; and virtue ethicist might say we have reason to prevent digital suffering
because that is what an exemplar of kindness and compassion would do.

9See Avramides (2019) for an overview.
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of animals introduces serious moral concerns about these practices.10

Digital systems could differ from us mentally as much as or more than
the most exotic animals.11 Since the suffering of digital systems could
in principle swamp that of living creatures, we have a strong moral
reason to develop strategies for improving our epistemic access to
digital systems in order to mitigate the risk of digital suffering. The task
of this paper is to develop one such strategy.

One might think that the issue of epistemic access can be easily
resolved. If we knew the true theory of consciousness, for instance, we
could apply it to arbitrary digital minds in order to determine what
types of experience they would have. The problem is that the one true
theory of consciousness eludes us, and is likely to elude us for the foresee-
able future. Extant theories of consciousness range from panpsychism, on
which even electrons are conscious, to illusionism, on which our own
(apparent) consciousness is an illusion, with a wide array of theories
falling in between. Nor do atheoretical, observational methods solve
this problem. Purely behavioral criteria are non-starters: we are only in
a position to introspectively corroborate the reliability of behavioral
markers for human experiences, and we know from our own case that
suffering can exist even when it is not behaviorally manifest.12 Further-
more, we can no more tell what digital systems are experiencing just
by looking at their computer circuitry than we can tell what humans or
animals are experiencing just by gazing at their neural circuitry. We
might turn to neuroscience, with its technologically enhanced methods
for observing the brain. However, while neuroimaging has yielded
significant insights into how the brain works, it has not delivered a

10See, e.g., Singer (1975). While we maintain that the moral stakes associated with the problem of digital
suffering are extremely high, we do not assume that they exceed those of the problem of animal
suffering. Which problem has higher stakes is a difficult question, partly because the scale of
animal suffering depends on its unknown phylogenetic reach—for example, an estimated
99.9998% of animals are invertebrates and it is unclear whether any or most of these suffer (Bar-
On, Phillips, and Milo 2018). Similarly, the expected scale of digital suffering depends on the
unclear prospects for proliferation of digital minds. While the proliferation of digital minds could con-
ceivably be thwarted at the design phase, the potential for such proliferation is vast, given the poten-
tial energy efficiency, habitable range, and mass reproducibility of digital systems, along with the
immense volume of the universe reachable from Earth (Bostrom 2014, 59–60, 99-103; 113–114 Ord
2020: Ch. 8). Fortunately, work on both problems can proceed without settling their comparative
significance.

11Admittedly, some animals may differ greatly from us in some mental respects. For example, there are
empirical grounds for doubting that anything like the unity we take to be characteristic of human con-
sciousness is present in octopus consciousness (Carls-Diamante 2017). However, digital minds could
also differ from human minds in these ways. A digital emulation of an octopus nervous system may
have consciousness that is no more unified than that of an octopus. And digital minds, say in virtue
of not having bodies, may differ from human consciousness in ways that no animal consciousness
does.

12See, e.g., Aizawa (2007, 23).
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purely third-personal method for determining what experiences non-
human subjects are having—such a ‘consciousness meter’ is the stuff of
science fiction and seems likely to remain so.

To avoid a digital counterpart to factory farms or worse, then, we need
some way of knowing what sorts of experiences candidate digital minds
are having. And we need a way to leverage these assessments into
recommendations for actions that will bend the trajectory of technologi-
cal development away from outcomes with digital suffering. Here, a
natural suggestion is that we should restrict the class of advanced
digital systems that may be created, that is digital systems that are live
candidates for being conscious. We’ll take this suggestion on board, as
it will allow us to set aside pocket calculators and iPhones in order to
focus on preventing the creation of digital systems that are at significant
risk of suffering. We will leave it open exactly how to delineate advanced
from non-advanced digital systems. But we’ll take it for granted that
digital systems that enjoy human-level general intelligence count as
advanced while anything one can presently buy at Best Buy does not.
This leaves up for grabs whether existing systems such as MuZero and
GPT-3 count as advanced.

Our strategy for solving the problem of digital suffering is Access
Monitor Prevent (AMP). AMP has three parts. The first part proposes a
means of gaining epistemic access to some digital minds. In particular,
it uses a ‘functional connectedness test’ to enable us to discern what
it’s like to be a digital system from what functional states it’s in. The
test only applies to a limited class of digital systems, those that are func-
tionally connected to ordinary humans via a ‘dancing qualia argument’.
On AMP, an advanced digital system may be created only if it passes
the test. The second part is to monitor created systems to determine
what sorts of functional states—and hence what sorts of experience—
they are likely to undergo when deployed. The third part is to use infor-
mation gained from monitoring these systems to prevent them from
entering states with the functional markers of suffering. Since we can
read off these systems’ experiences from their functional states, this
ensures that they are not suffering. And since these are the only advanced
digital systems whose creation AMP permits, AMP ensures that any path
to advanced digital systems will be suffering-free. Or at least this would be
so if AMP were universally adopted. However, it should be borne in mind
that, even if a global implementation of AMP turns out to be unrealistic,
locally implementing AMP may nonetheless serve to mitigate the risk of
digital suffering.
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Before we proceed, a word about howwe are understanding the notion
of suffering. Recall that we characterize suffering as experiences with
negative valence that are pro tanto morally bad to cause. By saying that
an experience has negative valence, we mean that it is unpleasant for its
subject to undergo, in some way or to some degree. On this characteriz-
ation, suffering is not identical with (bodily or mental) pain. Indeed, it is
plausible that there can be painful experiences without suffering. For
instance, consider mildly painful experiences (such as those sought by
spicy food enthusiasts) that essentially involve intense pleasure. Plausibly,
such forms of pain are not pro tantomorally bad to cause and hence do not
constitute suffering. That said, pain that is intense, long-lasting, and
regarded as bad by its subject is likely to constitute suffering. Thus,
while some forms of pain are relevant to the problem of digital
suffering, the problem of digital suffering should not be conflated with
that of preventing digital pain. Another important point is that not all
forms of suffering are necessarily net negative: while we partly define
suffering as being pro tanto morally bad to cause, this allows for the possi-
bility that certain forms of suffering are morally neutral or positive on the
whole. This could be because certain forms of suffering are constitutive of
or crucial for attaining morally valuable knowledge or virtues.13 In light of
this, we will regiment the problem of digital suffering by restricting it to
forms of suffering that are morally bad or morally catastrophic on the
whole. For brevity, we will mostly leave this restriction implicit and write
as if the task is to prevent digital suffering in general.

Before implementing AMP in any context, it would be appropriate to
consider whether it should be adjusted in order to meet further moral
desiderata (for instance, respecting the autonomy of digital agents).
Here, our task is simply to develop one strategy for solving the
problem of digital suffering.14 Exploring the prospects for such strategies
under further moral constraints is an important project, but one that we
must leave for future research.

Here is the plan. In §2, we spell out AMP. In §3, we discuss how AMP
would constrain current approaches to developing digital systems with
advanced forms of intelligence. One approach turns out to fit especially
well with AMP: whole brain emulation. As we will see, this supports
AMP’s viability and provides moral grounds for prioritizing whole brain

13For recent philosophical work on the value of suffering, see Brady (2018, 2019).
14Something like AMP could be developed in the service of moral desiderata that do not involve
suffering, e.g. the promotion of flourishing. We develop AMP as a way of reducing the risk of
digital suffering because a wide range of moral views would sanction that aim.
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emulation over other approaches to developing advanced forms of digital
intelligence. Unfortunately, AMP turns out to be subject to a major limit-
ation: it only licenses the creation of a very restricted class of advanced
digital systems. This limitation precludes benefits that would be realized
through the creation of a broader class of digital systems, as there may be
ways to architecturally modify digital minds that AMP forbids which
would make those minds more capable of solving problems and less sus-
ceptible to suffering. Moreover, AMP’s restrictiveness makes it less likely
to be implemented, and hence less likely to succeed in preventing
digital suffering. In §4, we explore options for modifying AMP to permit
the creation of a broader class of digital systems while continuing to
guard against digital suffering. We won’t come down in favor of any
one way of developing AMP. Instead, we will introduce several promising
avenues for development while highlighting problems and tradeoffs they
face. Our hope is that charting this philosophical terrain will put others in
a position to make progress on the epistemic, moral, and technical pro-
blems that would need to be overcome in order to implement a strategy
along the proposed lines and that this will in turn lead to work that will
reduce the risk of digital suffering. One consequence of this may be a
shift away from paradigms such as machine learning, which threaten to
render digital minds epistemically inaccessible to us.

2. AMP

AMP aims to solve the problem of digital suffering by only permitting the
creation of digital minds whose experiences are accessible to us, allowing
us to use this knowledge to prevent these digital minds from entering
suffering states. AMP’s key innovation is its use of the functional connect-
edness test to achieve epistemic access to some digital minds. This section
will unpack that test, show how it generates access to digital minds, and
provide a more precise formulation of AMP.

We begin by describing the functional connectedness test. The test
asks whether a candidate digital mind is functionally connected with
some normally-functioning human. For two systems to be functionally
connected is for there to be a gradual transformation of one to the
other that preserves fine-grained functional organization. In this
context, a transformation is a sequence of mappings from one nomically
possible15 system to another. A transformation can be concretely

15That is, allowed by the laws of nature.
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implemented by modifying a system through replacement of its parts.
Gradual transformations proceed through small steps in the design
space composed of nomically possible systems. Crucially, for two
systems to be related by such a transformation—and so to be functionally
connected—it is not required that the transformation be implemented in
any actual system. Thus, whether a digital system passes the functional
connectedness test turns on what sorts of systems are nomically possible,
not on which sort have in fact been created. Normally-functioning humans
are conscious, rational adults who are free of interfering factors such as
cognitive impairments, psychiatric disorders, drugs, and technological
changes to their minds. An advanced digital system passes the functional
connectedness test if it is functionally connected with some normally-
functioning human and fails otherwise. To pass the functional connected-
ness test there need not be any actual human to which the digital system
is connected. It is enough that there is some possible normally function-
ing human that the system is connected to in the sense we have here
specified.

AMP accords the functional connectedness test the role of securing
epistemic access to digital minds. The functional connectedness test
yields a substantial form of access: we can know that digital systems
that pass the test have experiences like those of the normally-functioning
humans with which they are functionally connected. The source of this
access to digital minds is the dancing qualia argument.16 This argument
requires unpacking. We’ll start by giving the gist of the argument. We’ll
then offer some clarifications and provide a more formal rendition of it.

As an initial illustration of the dancing qualia argument, consider the
transformation of your brain as you report on your experiences of a red
apple before you. Initially, scientists seamlessly replace one of your
neurons with a functionally equivalent silicon chip. In each subsequent
step, scientists seamlessly replace another neuron with a functionally
equivalent silicon chip, the end result being an isomorph of your brain
made from silicon chips rather than neurons. Next, we observe that if
that system has very different experiences at the end of this process
than at the beginning, we should be able to generate a system with
‘dancing qualia’, experiences that flip back and forth in their qualitative

16See Chalmers (1996: Ch. 7; 2010a, 23–25; 2010b, 45–48). See Chalmers (1996: 253, Ch. 7, note 19) for
related arguments and cases previously proposed by other authors. See Mandik (2017) for a superfi-
cially similar argument involving the gradual transformation of a subject in pain into a robot and
Schneider (2019: Ch. 4) for a related ‘chip test’ for determining whether an artificially intelligent
system is conscious.
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character, say between red and green. If this situation were to occur, there
would have to be some point in the series at which color experiences flip.
We could then make a system with dancing qualia by transitioning back
and forth between nearby members of the series which straddle this
point. However, since the brain’s functional organization is preserved
throughout the entire series, this change would go entirely unnoticed.
If asked, even as the color experiences are flipping back and forth,
whether anything strange was happening the subject would reply, ‘No,
I’m still just looking at a red apple.’ But it’s implausible that such phenom-
enal differences would go unnoticed. It’s also implausible that a nomically
possible functional isomorph of a rational subject would exhibit such irra-
tionality—after all, if highly irrational isomorphs of rational subjects are
nomically possible, it would be a fortuitous coincidence that evolution
generated rational subjects like us rather than our functionally equivalent
but woefully irrational counterparts. This is in effect a reductio of the claim
that there can be substantial phenomenal differences between systems
that are related by a gradual function-preserving transformation to a nor-
mally-functioning human. As a result, the argument shows that the digital
brain at the end of the series has experiences like those of the human
brain at the beginning.

Some clarifications are in order. First, the dancing qualia argument
relies on the notion of a (functional) isomorph of a brain. This notion
can be defined relative to different levels of functional organization. Fol-
lowing Chalmers, we can understand isomorphs as entities that are func-
tionally equivalent at the level of fine-grained functional organization, the
level (whichever it is) that suffices to determine behavioral capacities. This
means that a perfect isomorph of a human brain needn’t duplicate its
atomic structure, which would obviously rule out replacing neurons
with silicon chips. For concreteness, we used a case featuring an isomorph
at the neuronal level. However, the level of behavior-determining func-
tional organization may in fact be higher or lower than the neuronal level.

Second, the argument appeals to oscillations between nearby
members in the series. What counts as nearby? We need to answer this
question in a way that plausibly precludes transformation between adja-
cent members in the series from completely destroying one subject and
creating another anew, as unnoticed dancing qualia is only clearly a result
to be avoided within a single subject. In light of this, we will (again follow-
ing Chalmers) stipulate that systems are nearby just when each can be
turned into the other via a transformation that replaces no more than
ten percent of the original system.

10 B. SAAD AND A. BRADLEY



Third, the argument requires that the series going from the human to
the digital system should be gradual. But gradualness comes in degrees.
Just how gradual is the series supposed to be? Well, the series is supposed
to be gradual in order to allow for oscillations between nearby members
of the series. So we will understand a series as gradual just in case every
member in the series is nearby the adjacent member(s) in the just stipu-
lated sense of nearby. In practice, isomorphs that are related by a mini-
mally gradual series are likely to be related by much more gradual
series as well.

Fourth, it should be borne in mind that we have opted for the stipu-
lated notions of nearness and gradualness for specificity and because
we think that they yield a formulation of the argument that is about as
plausible as any. However, perhaps we are wrong about this and other
precisifications of these notions yield a substantially more plausible argu-
ment. If so, then those notions could be substituted into the argument
while leaving the rest of the discussion intact.

Fifth, the dancing qualia argument does not establish functionalism,
the thesis that if two nomically possible systems are isomorphs, then
they are phenomenally identical.17 Functionalism doesn’t follow
because it concerns all pairs of nomically possible isomorphs, whereas
this argument concerns only those that are functionally connected. To
illustrate, consider your antimatter isomorph. Due to matter-antimatter
interactions such as particle annihilation, there is no way to gradually
transform either of you into the other while preserving functional organ-
ization. Plausibly, there are worlds with physics like ours in which matter
and antimatter (or the realizers of their roles) have different categorical
properties, ones that yield phenomenal differences (e.g. pain-pleasure
inversion) between pairs of matter-antimatter isomorphs.18 Yet if there
are such worlds, there seems to be no reason to think we are not in
such a world. Similarly, we may one day create digital isomorphs of our-
selves that are made from materials that interface in disruptive ways with
our biological makeup, rendering them functionally disconnected from
us.19 In that case, the argument would not license functionalism’s predic-
tion that such systems share our experiences. More generally, for all the
dancing qualia argument shows, differences in realizers between

17This marks an important difference between our presentation of the dancing qualia argument and
Chalmers’s: he construes functionalism (in his terms the ‘principle of organizational invariance’) as
the argument’s target conclusion—though see Chalmers (1996: 272).

18See, e.g., Alter and Pereboom (2019: §1.1.1), Chalmers (2018, 48), and Lewis (2009).
19Compare: replacing an organ with one that realizes the same functional role can be extremely disrup-
tive as a result of biochemical mismatches between the donor and recipient.
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functionally disconnected isomorphs may induce phenomenal differ-
ences between them. Among these differences could be forms of
suffering that we would erroneously conclude to be absent if we relied
on functionalism rather than the functional connectedness test.

That the dancing qualia argument does not establish functionalism is
important for two reasons. One is that if, contrary to fact, the argument
established functionalism, then the class of advanced digital systems
that the argument yields epistemic access to would be broader than
the class AMP permits: the class would encompass all digital isomorphs
of normally-functioning humans, not just those that pass the functional
connectedness test. Another reason is that functionalism is a deeply con-
troversial thesis among relevant experts. Hence we should, given the
moral stakes, be wary of relying on functionalism, or any argument that
entails it, in trying to solve the problem of digital suffering. In contrast,
the dancing qualia argument should court less controversy. It is silent
on the nature of experience. And, on the face of it, the dancing qualia
argument can be used on any prominent theory of experience, including
theories in the metaphysics of mind (such as physicalism, dualism, and
Russellian monism), the philosophy of perception (such as representa-
tionalism and disjunctivism), and scientific theorizing about conscious-
ness (such as the global workspace and recurrent processing theories).20

Sixth, the argument would collapse if we supposed for reductio that the
digital input’s experience differs only slightly from the human’s. For in that
case we would not expect oscillations between nearby systems to give
rise to noticeable or rationality-wrecking phenomenal differences. This
is why the argument supposes that the digital input’s experience is very
different from the human’s. As a result, the argument only shows that
the digital input’s experience is not very different from the humans, not
that they are phenomenally identical. But this suffices for AMP. To
ensure that a digital system is not suffering, we do not need to know
exactly what sort of experience it is having: it’s enough for it to be func-
tionally connected with a human whose experiences are very different
from suffering experiences.

20This is not to say that the dancing qualia argument is entirely theory-neutral—it’s not. With suitable
adjustments, the argument can be run against at least two theories discussed in the literature: the inte-
grated information theory (Tononi 2008) and tracking intentionalism (Dretske 1995; Tye 1995). But
even these theories can embrace the argument if they are combined with certain accounts of phenom-
enal causation (Saad 2019a, 2019b). We are inclined to reject these theories on other grounds—for
objections, see, e.g., Dalbey & Saad (forthcoming), Mendelovici (2018), and Pautz (2019). Insofar as
they conflict with the dancing qualia argument, we see that as an additional reason to reject them.
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With these clarifications in place, we can put the argument more for-
mally as follows:

1. Let DS be a nomically possible digital system such that DS is function-
ally connected with some nomically possible normally-functioning
human H—thus there is a gradual function-preserving series from
DS to H in nomic space.

2. DS is a normally-functioning cognitive system.
3. If DS is a normally-functioning cognitive system and has very different

experiences from H, then dancing qualia are nomically possible in a
normally-functioning cognitive system: the series is populated by nor-
mally-functioning cognitive systems and function-preserving trans-
formations within the series can induce large phenomenal changes
(i.e. ones of a magnitude we would expect to be detected) in a nor-
mally-functioning cognitive system that are wholly undetected.

4. So, if DS has very different experiences from H, a nomically possible
normally-functioning cognitive system is subject to dancing qualia.
[1-3]

5. It is implausible that a nomically possible normally-functioning cogni-
tive system is subject to dancing qualia.

6. So, it is implausible that DS has very different experiences from H. [4, 5]
7. So, plausibly, ifDS is conscious, the experiences ofDS andH are similar. [6]

This argument yields epistemic access to the conscious lives of digital
systems that it takes as inputs. Those are precisely the digital systems that
pass the functional connectedness test, a bar that digital systems must
clear in order for AMP to permit their creation. But here AMP confronts
a problem: digital systems that pass will be capable of suffering. This
follows from the fact that we are capable of suffering and the argument
shows that such systems would have experiences like ours. Indeed, we
should expect that putting any permitted system into a state with the
functional markers of suffering in humans will induce suffering in that
system. AMP solves this problem by regulating the types of states that
advanced digital systems may enter. In particular, it allows an advanced
digital system to be created only if it is functionally connected to a nor-
mally-functioning human and would be prevented from entering states
with the functional markers of suffering.21 Given that humans do not

21Alternatively, rather than requiring that advanced digital systems be prevented from entering states
with the functional markers of suffering, AMP could be formulated to require that digital systems
only be allowed to enter states that functionally mark clear non-suffering. We regard the latter
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suffer unless such markers are present, this will then ensure that the
digital systems do not suffer either. The functional markers of suffering
should here be understood broadly, so as to include not only reports
and other overt behavioral markers, but also whatever we learn about
the neural-functional signatures of suffering from current or future cogni-
tive science.

Different implementations of the strategy would prevent digital
systems from entering states with the functional markers of suffering in
different ways. One option is to shield digital systems from stimuli that
would induce suffering. Another is to modify how subjects process
stimuli so as to prevent noxious stimuli from inducing suffering.
However, AMP precludes interventions that sever direct functional con-
nections between humans and digital systems by, for instance, just
removing the ‘pain center’ from the digital mind, since the resulting
system would not be functionally connected with a normally-functioning
human. This rules out a range of architectural modifications that might be
used to make digital systems less susceptible to suffering or more
capable. We will explore some options for relaxing AMP to allow such
modifications in §4.

3. Where does AMP lead?

AMP permits the creation of an advanced digital system only if that
system is functionally connected to a normally-functioning human.
Since advanced digital systems with non-human cognitive architectures
are not functionally connected to normally-functioning humans, AMP
therefore prohibits the creation of such digital systems. Among the
digital systems whose creation AMP forbids are ‘superintelligent’ digital
systems—ones whose intelligence vastly exceeds human intelligence—
that have non-human cognitive architectures. To appreciate the contours
and severity of this limitation, we need to explore how AMP constrains the
creation of different types of digital minds. That is the task of this section.
In later sections, we discuss ways of modifying AMP to partially overcome
this limitation.

Many approaches to creating advanced digital systems would, if suc-
cessful, generate advanced digital systems that would fail the functional
connectedness test. For instance, traditional ‘Good Old-Fashioned

requirement as morally preferable and believe it could replace the former requirement without much
affecting our discussion. We put matters in terms of the former for expositional ease.
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Artificial Intelligence’ (GOFAI), sought to produce intelligent systems by
programming explicit rules for manipulating symbols. An ‘intelligent’
chess-playing system, say, would be programmed with specific rules for
playing chess (control the center of the board, develop your minor
pieces early, etc.). In creating such systems, little if any attention is paid
to how these problems are solved in the human mind. As a result, it is
highly improbable that advanced digital systems created on this
approach would be functionally isomorphic with (much less functionally
connected to) human minds. Thus, AMP blocks this path to advanced
digital systems.

Trends in artificial intelligence (AI) research have moved away from the
GOFAI model towards machine learning. Machine learning algorithms
automatically improve at a task as they are applied to more inputs (‘train-
ing data’). These algorithms are often implemented on ‘neural networks’,
which consist of artificial nodes. The connections between nodes have
different weights, which evolve over time as the network is trained on
more data. Whereas a GOFAI approach to creating a chess-engine involves
programming explicit chess strategies, a machine learning approach
forgoes use of explicit information about chess in favor of a ‘reward func-
tion’ that scores different outcomes and a ‘learning algorithm’ for optimiz-
ing score. These systems are capable of developing great skill at the game,
and some contemporary versions do not even need to have the rules of
chess hard coded into them—they can learn those along the way. By
playing more games of chess, the system uses machine learning algor-
ithms to maximize cumulative reward (or minimize loss), which in this
case comes to winning chess games. Eventually, a highly capable chess
playing system is produced, while receiving little or no explicit guidance.

Machine learning approaches have demonstrated a remarkable ability
to match or exceed human capabilities in a wide array of domains (chess,
Go, image recognition). However, there is no reason to think that systems
built on these principles will be functional isomorphs of human minds.
While there is an obvious analogy between brains and machine learning
systems, their underlying architectures differ greatly: artificial nodes in
existing machine learning systems function differently than neurons
and differ in number and organization from their intracranial analogs.
Even if there are possible machine learning systems with the brain’s cog-
nitive architecture, the space of machine learning systems is vast. So there
is little chance that advanced machine learning systems will functionally
mirror human cognition; a fortiori, there is little chance that their creation
will be permitted on AMP.
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That GOFAI and machine learning approaches to creating advanced
digital systems are not conducive to producing digital minds that are
functionally connected to human minds raises two worries.22 One is
that AMP entirely precludes the creation of human-like intelligence in
digital systems. This would be the case if there is no viable path to creat-
ing intelligent digital systems that can pass the functional connectedness
test. The second worry is that even if some advanced digital systems can
pass the functional connectedness test, the test’s strictures mean that
such minds will, at best, be equivalent to the human mind in cognitive
capabilities. That in turn threatens to render the strategy unviable, as
one of the main goals of AI research is to create digital systems that
exceed human intelligence.

Fortunately, there is at least one approach to creating advanced digital
systems that is especially promising by AMP’s lights: whole brain emula-
tion.23 The goal of whole brain emulation is to create a digital system
that functions like a brain. This digital system is created by scanning a
brain (or set of brains), uploading the scan to a computer, and running
an emulation algorithm that operates on the scan, yielding brain-equival-
ent outputs. By construction, whole brain emulations would functionally
mirror human brains to a selected level of detail and so be excellent can-
didates for systems that are functionally isomorphic with humans. Whole
brain emulations would be run as software. Whether AMP permits a given
whole brain emulation will depend on whether the whole brain emula-
tion is functionally connected with a normally-functioning human.24

That AMP meshes well with whole brain emulation would be of idle
curiosity if whole brain emulation were not a viable path to digital
minds. But, in fact, there is a case to be made that it will become feasible
in the next century, and that it will be the first path taken to general AI.25

After all, the human brain is the closest thing we have to a domain-
general superintelligent system at the moment. The requirements for
creating whole brain emulations are also relatively well-understood. In

22The same goes for other potential approaches to AI—such as ‘seed’ AI and artificial evolution—since
they too are unlikely to produce systems that functionally mirror humans.

23For background on whole brain emulation see Sandberg and Bostrom (2008). For skeptical concerns
about their prospects, see Mandelbaum (2022); for a rebuttal see Hanson (2022).

24For reasons to think that whole brain emulations would be functionally connected with humans, see
Chalmers (1996: Ch. 7).

25Eth, Foust, and Whale (2013) argue that whole brain emulation will likely arrive by 2063. Sandberg
(2014a) offers a model for when whole brain emulations will arrive that accords a 50% probability
to their arriving before 2064 and a 75% probability to their arriving by 2080. Kurzweil (2005, 197) pre-
dicts the arrival of the tools required for whole brain emulation in the 2020s. Hanson (2016) predicts
that whole brain emulation will arrive roughly within the next century and that they will be the first
era-transformative form of artificial intelligence.
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broad outlines, the task is to scan a human brain (or set of human brains)
so as to determine its (their) neuronal circuit diagram. Although the tech-
nology to do this at the scale of an entire human brain does not yet exist,
there do not appear to be any in-principle barriers to doing this. In
addition to knowing the overall connection diagram of a given brain,
whole brain emulation will also require an adequate model of the
dynamics of neural processing. It must be determined how information
is processed by groups of neurons, or even within individual neurons.
With this information, the task is then to develop an emulation of these
neural processes on digital hardware. If these processes are emulated
with enough fidelity, there is no reason why a digital system, when
given the same inputs as the human brain it is emulating, should
produce relevantly different outputs.

Indeed, whole brain emulation promises to surpass, not merely match,
human processing speed and power. According to some estimates, whole
brain emulations could be run up to a million times faster than their
human counterparts.26 Whole brain emulation might also be used to gen-
erate a collective form of superintelligence. For instance, a whole brain
emulation might be tasked with a problem and allowed to create
copies of itself to work on sub-problems or plugged into existing propo-
sals for AI safety or intelligence amplification that enlist human agents.27

Thus, because of its inherent speed advantages, and the opportunities it
affords for cooperative cognition, whole brain emulation would likely
yield a rapid transition from general (human-level) AI to AI that is super-
intelligent, at least in terms of processing speed.

Whole-brain emulation would also have other advantages. Since these
systems would have minds organized just like human minds, they would
initially reason and act in accordance with human values. Hence, this
approach to the creation of digital minds would appear to resolve the
‘value-loading problem’ of instilling our values in advanced digital
systems and make headway on the closely related ‘value alignment
problem’ of ensuring that powerful digital systems are reliably aligned
with our values.28 In the event that other types of superintelligent
digital systems are created, value-aligned whole brain emulations
would likely prove useful in helping us monitor those systems and
prevent them from causing undesirable outcomes: the value-alignment
of whole brain emulations would render them trustworthy; their

26See Hanson (2016, 10) and Bostrom (2014: Ch. 3, note 3).
27See Irving, Christiano, and Amodei (2018) and Hubinger (2020).
28See Bostrom (2014: Ch. 12), Russell and Norvig (2021: Ch. 1), and Wiener (1960).
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superintelligence would put them in a better position to understand
other forms of superintelligence than we are; and our shared cognitive
architecture would put them in a position to explain other advanced
digital systems to us in terms we would understand. Whole brain emula-
tion also offers a plausible bridge to other forms of superintelligence.29

Any paths to other forms of superintelligence that can be taken
without whole brain emulation may be able to be taken much more
quickly with it. Finally, with suitable uploading technology, whole brain
emulations might offer humans digital afterlives.30

To sum up, while AMP severely constrains the development of
advanced digital systems by blocking GOFAI and machine learning
paths, it does not entirely foreclose their development. Indeed, AMP fits
well with the whole brain emulation path, a path that holds independent
appeal. Even so, it is worth considering whether AMP can be safely
modified so as to partially overcome its limitations. To preview, while
our investigation will uncover a range of promising relaxations of AMP,
these will mainly serve to enhance degrees of design freedom on the
whole brain emulation path, not to open up other independent paths
to digital minds. Absent justification for more ambitious relaxations of
the epistemic access requirement or the development of other strategies
for preventing digital suffering, we should regard paths to digital minds
other than whole brain emulation as morally treacherous. This conclusion
applies to the currently dominant paradigm of machine learning, which at
the moment affords little epistemic access to the inner workings of
complex machine learning systems and so a fortiori little if any access
to any experiences such systems may have now or (more realistically) in
the future.

4. How AMP’S limitations might be overcome

There are two main dimensions along which AMP might be improved.
First, the strategy might be made safer by better guarding against the
risk of suffering in systems it permits, conditional on the strategy being
implemented. Second, the strategy might be made more viable. After
all, to have a shot at being implemented and reducing the risk of
digital suffering, AMP must not be technologically infeasible or prohibi-
tively costly to implement. Other things equal, a more viable strategy

29See Bostrom (2014: Ch. 2) and Chalmers (2010b, 18–19)
30See Chalmers (2010b) and Schneider (2019).
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will have a better shot at reducing the risk of digital suffering. Since our
aim is to develop a strategy that reduces risk of digital suffering overall
(not just conditional on its being implemented), it is therefore worth
exploring the prospects for improving the strategy along both
dimensions.

We can distinguish at least four ways of revising AMP to yield improve-
ments in safety or viability:

. Apply the functional connectedness test to a broader class of humans
(§4.1)

. Relax the functional connectedness criterion (§4.2)

. Apply AMP recursively (§4.3)

. Allow advanced digital systems to be created even if they will suffer in
certain ways (§4.4)31

For simplicity, we will mostly consider these proposals for modifying
AMP in isolation from one another, though, in principle, any of them
could be combined with any of the others.

4.1. Apply the functional connectedness test to a broader class of
humans

To make AMP safer or more viable, we might allow the functional con-
nectedness test to apply to a broader class of humans, thereby potentially
yielding a broader class of advanced digital systems whose creation is
permitted. There are various ways to accomplish this. For instance, we
could allow all humans as inputs, not just those that are normally-func-
tioning. However, there would be no point in running the functional con-
nectedness test on epistemically opaque humans: if a human’s
experiences are inaccessible to us, then the functional connectedness
test cannot leverage our access to its experiences into access to a
digital mind’s experiences. Thus, we should instead apply the functional
connectedness test to a broader class of humans in ways that do not com-
promise it. We’ll consider the following promising approaches for expand-
ing the class of human inputs while meeting this constraint:

. Allow certain unmodified human inputs that are not normally-func-
tioning (§4.1.1)

31A fifth approach that would require a paper of its own to address is passing the buck for improving
AMP to digital systems. For relevant discussion, see Bostrom (2014: Ch. 13) and Yudkowsky (2004).
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. Allow certain pharmacologically modified human inputs (§4.1.2)

. Allow certain technologically modified human inputs (§4.1.3)32

4.1.1. Unmodified humans that are not normally-functioning
The functional connectedness test only takes human inputs that are nor-
mally-functioning, and so does not apply to individuals with cognitive
impairments or psychiatric conditions. As a result, AMP forbids the cre-
ation of digital systems that are functionally connected to these
humans. But some of these humans have readily epistemically accessible
experiences and cognitive or sensory capabilities that normally-function-
ing humans lack. Extending the functional connectedness test to these
humans would permit the creation of digital systems that are functionally
connected to these humans and which share their distinctive capabilities.
We’ll illustrate the potential for improving AMP in this fashion with some
examples.

Consider non-normally functioning individuals with cognitive
capacities that normally-functioning humans generally lack. These
include the many individuals from history with psychiatric impairments
who made intellectual breakthroughs. Plausibly, if isomorphs of these
individuals were posed with suitably selected contemporary problems,
some would make field-advancing contributions—one imagines that a
digital isomorph of, say, Cantor or Gödel would be able to find a research
niche in contemporary mathematics or logic. In addition, individuals with
savant syndrome often pair extraordinary abilities in domains such as cal-
culation and memorization with more general cognitive impairments.
Savant syndrome demonstrates that human beings can perform ‘super-
human’ cognitive tasks such as memorizing The History of the Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire and reciting it backwards and forwards. Iso-
morphs of individuals with savant skills would themselves possess such
skills.33 Since savants’ abilities in tasks such as memorization and calcu-
lation are orders of magnitude greater than those of ordinary humans,
extending the functional connectedness test to these individuals would
enable AMP to permit the creation of digital isomorphs of humans with
these ‘superhuman’ cognitive capabilities.

32Another approach to revising AMP would be to expand the class of admissible inputs to include non-
human animals. We leave the exploration of this approach as a task for future research.

33See Treffert (2009, 1352). There are also reported cases of neurotypical individuals acquiring savant
skills as a result of brain injury (ibid: 1354). Savant syndrome can occur alongside a wide variety of
other conditions including (though not limited to) autism and dementia, and its occurrence is not cur-
rently well-understood.
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There are potential moral drawbacks to this approach. It is morally
questionable whether it is permissible to create impaired individuals
one knows will be impaired. Such worries would extendmutatis mutandis
to digital minds. At the same time, impairment is a relative notion. An
ordinary functioning human is impaired relative to many possible
digital systems. Unless we are willing to accept that it would be wrong
to create humans once there is the option of creating cognitively superior
beings, we should perhaps reconsider our resistance to creating human or
AI subjects with certain impairments who would live worthwhile lives free
of suffering.34

4.1.2. Pharmacological modifications
Another suggestion for enhancing AMP is to extend the functional con-
nectedness test to humans who have enhanced cognitive capabilities
or a diminished suffering capacity while under the influence of certain
mind-altering drugs. By extending the functional connectedness test to
these individuals, AMP can permit the creation of digital minds that
share their advantages over normally-functioning humans, potentially
making AMP more viable and safer.

Substances such as caffeine, amphetamine, and modafinil are apparent
cognitive enhancers, drugs that enhance capabilities in certain cognitive
domains such as attention, memory, or focus.35 Substances such as psilo-
cybin, LSD, and DMT are potent psychedelics, which appear to improve
performance in tasks involving creativity and divergent thinking.36 Pain-
relieving opiates (morphine, oxycodone) and dissociatives (nitrous
oxide, ketamine) operate in the central nervous system to relieve or
prevent pain and suffering in subjects.37 These drugs, or future drugs,
may extend human cognitive capacities beyond their ordinary bound-
aries or prevent suffering. And while there is the potential for misuse or
abuse of any drug, use of these drugs does not necessarily lead to
suffering. By extending the functional connectedness test to subjects
who are under the influence of such drugs, AMP may permit the creation
of digital minds whose cognitive capacities exceed those of normally-
functioning humans or whose suffering capacities are lesser than those
of normally-functioning humans.

34Cf. Parfit (1984: §122).
35See Dresler et al. (2019)
36See Kuypers et al. (2016).
37See Dickenson et al. (2013) and Hill (2013).
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4.1.3. Technological modifications
A third option for enhancing AMP is to allow technologically modified
humans to serve as inputs to the functional connectedness test. Techno-
logical modifications promise to enhance human cognitive abilities
without drastically altering our underlying cognitive architecture. Using
such cognitively enhanced humans as inputs to the functional connected-
ness test could improve AMP’s viability by permitting the creation of
digital minds with greater capabilities.

The most salient types of technological modifications are those that
directly interface with the human brain so as to enhance its capacities.
Crude versions of these technologies are currently under development.38

These include non-invasive brain-to-brain interfaces that allow for direct
brain-to-brain communication.39 In the future, brain-computer interfaces
may offer a way to enhance our memory, processing speed, resilience to
cognitive decline, and communication abilities. Humans equipped with
interfaces that do not directly affect processing underlying consciousness
would presumably have experiences quite like our own, but would have
greater—potentially much greater—cognitive capabilities. Using them as
inputs to the functional connectedness test would enable AMP to permit
the creation of digital minds with enhanced capabilities, with little loss of
safety. Whether such technologies pan out remains to be seen, but if they
do they could enhance the types of digital systems that pass the func-
tional connectedness test and hence improve AMP.40

4.2. Relax the functional connectedness criterion

AMPpermits anadvanceddigital systemtobecreatedonly if it is functionally
connectedwithanormally-functioninghuman. Thenext approachproposes
to relax the criterion for functional connectedness in order to make AMP
safer or more viable by enabling it to permit the creation of a broader
class of digital systems. We’ll consider two versions of this approach.

4.2.1. Weakening via coarse-graining or restriction
We turn now to the first option for enhancing AMP by relaxing the oper-
ative notion of functional connectedness. On this option, functional

38For instance, Elon Musk’s brain-computer interface company, Neuralink, has implanted computer chips
in monkeys that interface with their brains and allow them to play video games via the interface (Kay
2021).

39See Jiang et al. (2019).
40For discussion of the limitations of such technology, see Bostrom (2014: Ch. 2).
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connectedness is defined in terms of a weaker notion of isomorphy. There
are two overlapping families of such notions. One consists of functional
isomorphy within a restricted range of circumstances. The other consists
of functional isomorphy at coarser levels of grain than that of fine-grained
functional organization. For instance, one such notion is that of functional
isomorphy within the restricted circumstances of playing chess and at the
coarse-grain level of chess moves, a level that abstracts away from finer-
grained behaviors that the system uses to implement those moves. Any
such weaker notion of isomorphy can be plugged into the original
definition of functional connectedness to yield a weaker notion of func-
tional connectedness: two systems will be functionally connected in
such a weaker sense just when they are related by a gradual transform-
ation that preserves functional organization at a specified coarser level
of grain or in a specified restricted range of circumstances.

This proposal can be taken too far. Given a sufficiently coarse-grained
or restricted notion of functional isomorphy, we can define a notion of
functional connectedness on which virtually any pair of systems will be
functionally connected. For instance, on a sufficiently coarse-grained
notion of functional connectedness, humans will be functionally con-
nected to laptops and superintelligent systems with radically inhuman
cognitive architectures. Of course, we cannot define epistemic access to
the experiences of systems into existence. So this approach runs the
risk of severing the link between functional connectedness and epistemic
access. Since the whole point of AMP is to use that access to mitigate the
risk of digital suffering, it is crucial that that link be left intact. Here, the
dancing qualia argument offers a useful constraint. To check whether a
given notion of functional connectedness preserves epistemic access,
we can evaluate a dancing qualia argument that is run on a human and
candidate digital mind that are functionally connected in that sense but
not in stronger senses. Just how much the notion of functional connect-
edness can be weakened before the dancing qualia argument ceases to
link it with epistemic access is an open question that merits further
investigation.

It is difficult to predict in advance just which sorts of digital systems
would be permitted by a variation of AMP that weakens the criterion of
functional connectedness in this fashion. Still, we can identify several
potential advantages of this approach. One is that the broader class of
systems whose creation is permitted on this approach may include
digital systems that are less susceptible to suffering. For instance,
perhaps the resulting extension of AMP would permit the creation of a
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coarse-grained isomorph with a dormant ‘pain-center’. Another potential
advantage is that the broader class of digital systems may include digital
systems with cognitive capabilities that exceed those of normally-func-
tioning humans. For instance, perhaps this approach would permit the
creation of digital systems that are restricted-isomorphs of normally-func-
tioning humans but which have superhuman memory.

A third potential advantage of this approach is that it may render
the strategy more verification-friendly. To implement AMP, we would
need to somehow determine that certain advanced digital systems
would be functionally connected with humans. Developing verification
procedures for this purpose is a formidable technical problem. Empiri-
cal procedures of this sort—ones involving the actual construction of
a gradual series—are infeasible and would in any case be of no use in
implementing AMP: since applying these procedures would entail
creating advanced digital systems, AMP would forbid applying these
procedures to advanced digital systems whose creation AMP has not
already permitted. Thus, theoretical procedures—ones that determine
whether an advanced digital system would be functionally connected
with humans, but without actually constructing a gradual series—will
be needed.41

Plausibly, the more complicated a digital system is, the more difficult
it will be to theoretically verify that it is functionally connected to a nor-
mally-functioning human. Thus, one promising way to make AMP more
viable would be to make it more verification-friendly by permitting the
creation of simpler digital systems that are restricted or coarse-grained
isomorphs, rather than only permitting the creation of unrestricted
fine-grained isomorphs. Digital simplification may be achieved by
degrading or eliminating features of human cognitive architecture that
are irrelevant for the purposes to which the digital minds would be
put. Since our minds contain much excess functional structure relative
to what we use in many contexts, there is much room for digital
simplification.

41These procedures need not rely on untutored intuition. They might, for example, rely on experimental
results from neuroscience, biochemistry, and material sciences, along with computer modeling and
atomically precise manufacturing, to verify that the analogs of neurons in digital systems are function-
ally isomorphic with their neural counterparts. Automated procedures could use such resources to
verify that interactions between neurons and chips would not introduce functional disruptions in inter-
mediate cases between a human and a digital isomorph. Advances in these areas would be precursors
to the capacity to create advanced digital systems such as whole brain emulations. This provides
grounds for optimism that theoretical verification procedures will be available by the time that we
are in a position to create whole brain emulations.
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4.2.2. Weakening via extension to modifications
Next, we’ll consider the second option for enhancing AMP by relaxing the
operative notion of functional connectedness. This option extends the
notion of functional connectedness to certain digital systems, courtesy
of their being suitably modified versions of digital systems that are (in
the original sense) functionally connected to humans. To explore this
approach, we distinguish two broad sorts of modifications: those that
aim to make digital systems less susceptible to suffering (and so
enhance AMP’s safety) and those that aim to improve the capabilities
of the digital systems (and so enhance AMP’s viability).

Let’s start with suggestions for modifying digital systems to make them
less susceptible to suffering. If any of these suggestions withstand scru-
tiny, we can use it to extend the notion of functional connectedness,
thereby enabling AMP to permit the creation of less suffering-susceptible
digital systems.

An obvious suggestion is to make digital systems less susceptible to
suffering by rendering them unconscious. Since we do not yet know
what the true theory of consciousness is, we cannot look to it to tell us
what to deprive digital systems of in order to render them unconscious.
Still, we could make it less probable that a digital system suffers by depriv-
ing it of live candidates for necessary conditions for consciousness. For
illustration, suppose we take the following as live candidate necessary
conditions for consciousness: being accessible to a global workspace,
having a maximal quantity of integrated information, being the object
of a higher-order mental state, or being in a state that bears a certain
tracking relation to features of the environment.42 The revised strategy
would then allow digital systems that are functionally connected with
normally-functioning humans to be modified in ways that deprive them
(the systems) of some or all of these properties, thereby yielding
systems that are functionally disconnected from normally-functioning
humans. As a precaution, these systems should probably be deprived
of these properties throughout their (the systems’) existence: while creat-
ing systems that will never be conscious seems relatively innocuous, it’s
plausible that creating a conscious system and then depriving it of con-
sciousness would be bad for it in much the way that death would be. Simi-
larly, caution would be needed when depriving a system of a candidate
necessary condition for consciousness is apt to cause suffering—for
instance, depriving a system of a global workspace might lower the

42For an overview of scientific theories of consciousness, see Seth and Bayne (2022).
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probability of consciousness while raising the probability of goal frustra-
tion to an event greater extent, resulting in a net increase in suffering risk.

Another suggestion is to make digital systems less susceptible to
suffering by reducing or eliminating their pain capacity. Some human
beings, for example, lack normal pain experience. In the condition
known as pain asymbolia, subjects’ pain experiences retain their
sensory/discriminative dimension, but lose their negative valence.43 Sub-
jects born with congenital insensitivity to pain, meanwhile, lack the ability
to feel bodily pain entirely. While this may sound like a blessing, it is in fact
a curse, as subjects with this condition invariably lead short, injury-prone
lives. Although the empirical details of these conditions are messy, they
indicate some flexibility in our brain’s ability to experience pain and
pain affect. A more complete understanding of the neural correlates of
pain experience may allow us to precisely target those brain regions
responsible for the experience of pain and suffering. We may then be
able to engineer digital minds based on the human brain architecture
with an artificial form of pain asymbolia that eliminates pain’s unpleasant-
ness without any of the odd side-effects that standardly accompany the
condition. Similarly, by studying the brain effects of pain-relieving sub-
stances such as morphine and ketamine, we may be able to engineer
digital minds that enjoy the analgesic effects of these drugs while avoid-
ing their negative cognitive side effects. Since these interventions would
be directly based on conditions in human minds that are systematically
related to pain and suffering, changes of these sorts could be expected
to diminish digital suffering without compromising other capabilities of
digital minds.

A related but more theoretical proposal is to remap the stimuli and
responses associated with affective processing in digital systems that
are functionally connected with normally-functioning humans. One
option would be to contract the range of negative outputs, so that the
most noxious stimuli induce only mild pains. This approach might be
order-preserving, such that whenever one stimulus induces a better
affective response in humans than another stimulus, the former stimulus
also induces a better affective response in digital systems. Another option
would be to shift the affective scale so that stimuli systematically produce
affectively better (more positive or less negative) states in digital minds
than they would in humans. For instance, one option would be to shift
the scale so that stimuli produce only positive affective states in digital

43See Klein (2015).
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systems. This sort of shift could be both order-preserving and distance-
preserving (i.e. such that the distance between affective states produced
by different stimuli in humans is the same as the distance between
affective states produced by those stimuli in digital systems). Such modifi-
cations would render digital systems less susceptible to suffering while
retaining important structural features of affective processing in
humans, features that have some appeal in the context of building
digital minds that are value-aligned with humans.

Finally, we might make digital systems less susceptible to suffering by
modifying their cognitive states. Whether a state counts as suffering argu-
ably depends in part on what sorts of cognitive states accompany it. For
instance, the pain and negative affect endured by a person running a
marathon or performing a heroic act of self-sacrifice may fail to qualify
as suffering because they are reflectively endorsed as means to the sub-
jects’ ends. Thus, there may be ways of reducing suffering in digital
systems by suitably modifying their cognitive states to prevent would-
be suffering states from so qualifying, or by making such states less
severe as forms of suffering than they would otherwise be.

One concern about this last sort of modification is that it would involve
a morally questionable form of ‘digital brain washing’. There is something
to this worry: certain forms of cognitive manipulation seem morally pro-
blematic—for instance, programming digital systems to falsely believe
that they will be rewarded for their suffering. In particular, one might
worry that such interventions would violate the autonomy of digital
systems and so are morally objectionable on that ground. This is a
serious worry. At the same time, however, it should be borne in mind
that creating digital minds, by its very nature, involves cognitive manipu-
lation. In creating digital minds and using them for our purposes—the
goal of AI research—we are shaping the cognition of such systems
from the very start in order to achieve certain goals. This is an unavoidable
consequence of the fact that digital minds are artificial creations. Con-
cerns about cognitive manipulation may thus prompt a general argument
against the creation of digital minds tout court, but such concerns apply
mutatis mutandis to pretty much any proposal for shaping the cognition
of digital minds in accordance with some predetermined human-set goal.
Thus, while the issue of what sorts of cognitive modifications should be
allowed deserves careful consideration, those who are open to the cre-
ation of digital minds at all should not balk in principle at this proposal
as a way of enhancing AMP’s safety.
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We turn now to modifications that aim to enhance digital system capa-
bilities. Ideally, these modifications would not increase the risk of
suffering conditional on the strategy being implemented. But even
such modifications that increase that risk could nonetheless decrease
the unconditional risk of digital suffering. They could do this by making
the strategy more viable and so more likely to be implemented over
riskier alternatives.

Capabilities that are not tied to consciousness are natural targets on
this approach: given such a capability in a digital system that is function-
ally connected with a normally-functioning human and a way of enhan-
cing the capability without affecting conscious processing, we could
create an enhanced digital system that would be free of suffering so
long as the unenhanced digital system is free of suffering when in corre-
sponding (modulo differences in the targeted ability) states. However, in
practice, there may be no such capabilities that we could confer to digital
systems. Even mental phenomena such as long-term memory and
language processing that are largely unconscious occasionally affect
what experiences subjects have, as when they are consciously remember-
ing or experiencing speech.

A potentially more feasible approach would enhance abilities in ways
that only realize experiences that humans are capable of. On this
approach, we might be permitted to create an advanced digital system
that can fluently process dozens of human languages because the
system can only have experiences of sorts that humans can have. This
approach would require us to identify the functional markers of human
experiences—otherwise we will not know whether a given enhancement
would only lead to experiences of the sort humans can have. While we do
not yet have a systematic catalog of the functional markers of human
experiences, it’s still early days in neuroscience and we have at least
begun to discover impressive neural-phenomenal structural
correlations.44

Should we find ourselves in the possession of such functional markers,
it will be worth trying to use general patterns in functional data along
with principles of phenomenology to further extend the range of admis-
sible experiences. To illustrate, suppose that we discover not only the
functional markers for human experiences but also general compositional
regularities concerning how functional markers of simple experiences

44See, for example, Forder et al. (2017), Brouwer & Heeger (2013), and Coghill et al. (1999). For an over-
view of some phenomenal-neural structural correlations and a discussion of their philosophical impli-
cations, see Pautz (2014).
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combine to yield functional markers of complex experiences. This could
afford us a sort of indirect access to complex experiences that we
cannot ourselves undergo. Indeed, it would yield access to whether
certain experiences that we cannot ourselves undergo involve suffering.
For the following is a plausible principle: if two experiences are
valence-neutral (i.e. neither pleasant nor unpleasant), a complex experi-
ence consisting of just those experiences does not involve suffering.

To appreciate the plausibility of this principle, consider a non-
synesthete who wonders whether sound-color synesthesia is a form of
suffering. Intuitively, their curiosity would be misplaced. Given this prin-
ciple and the noted functional information, we would be assured that
states of advanced digital systems that are composed in the relevant
way from functional states that mark valence-neutral experiences
would themselves mark experiences that do not involve suffering—this
would be so even when humans cannot have those experiences. Thus,
we arrive at the following extension of the previous approach: allow
advanced digital systems’ abilities to be enhanced in ways that only
realize experiences that humans are capable of or combinations thereof
that we can certify as free of suffering.

Other functional patterns and principles of phenomenology might be
leveraged to similar effect. The following are plausible principles of this
sort:

Sandwiching: If two experiences do not involve suffering, then any experience
between them in a phenomenal quality space does not involve suffering.

Neutral extension: If all the experiences within an extended region of phenom-
enal quality space are valence-neutral, then no experience that can be reached
by expanding that region without adding dimensions involves suffering.

Positive-direction extension: If e1… en is a series of experiences that are corre-
spondingly ordered in a phenomenal quality space and their valence is positive
and increasingly so, then any experience em that belongs to a linear continu-
ation of that series in phenomenal quality space does not involve suffering.45

Spatiotemporal modulation: Any purely spatial or temporal modulation of
valence-neutral experience is itself valence-neutral. (Purely spatial modulations
change only features of experiences, such as phenomenal size, shape, and
spatial dimensionality. Purely temporal modulations change only features
such as phenomenal temporal ordering and duration.)

45We equate the positive valence of an experience with its degree of pleasantness. This is relatively stan-
dard in the literature. For instance Jacobson (2021, 481) says that an experience is valenced if ‘what it’s
like to undergo [it] can be pleasant or unpleasant—it can feel good or bad to some degree.’
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If these principles are correct, they open the way to safely enhance digital
systems that pass the functional connectedness test in ways that realize a
wide range of experiences outside our own. As with the phenomenal
composition principle introduced above, to use these principles to
extend the range of admissible experiences would require accompanying
functional information. For instance, to apply Sandwiching, we would
need to know when a functional state marks an experience that is
between those marked by other functional states.

It remains an open question whether something like this approach to
capability enhancement will turn out to be a feasible way to enhance
AMP’s viability. One source of uncertainty here is whether we will come
to possess the requisite functional information. A second is whether,
given such information, we could use it to construct systems with abilities
that realize experiences that go beyond our own. Given a favorable resol-
ution of these two issues, there would then be a question as to whether
some such systems would be useful enough to enhance AMP’s viability.
Here, there are grounds for cautious optimism. Given the splendid ends
to which humans have put our limited experience-enabled sensory dis-
crimination abilities and our three-dimensional visualization abilities, it
stands to reason that there would be further useful ends to which a
system with otherwise similar cognitive abilities might put greatly
enhanced sensory discrimination abilities or higher dimensional visualiza-
tion abilities.

4.3. Recursion

The next suggestion for enhancing AMP: apply it recursively, allowing any
system whose creation is permitted by AMP to serve as a further input to
the strategy by way of the functional connectedness test.

By itself, recursion cannot extend the range of digital minds whose cre-
ation AMP permits: functional connectedness is transitive, since if there is
a gradual functional-organization preserving transformation A and B and
there is another such transformation between B and C, then performing
the first transformation and then second will yield a gradual functional-
organization preserving transformation going from A to C.

Nonetheless, recursively applying otherwise enhanced versions of AMP
may extend the range of digital minds whose creation AMP permits.
Indeed, this approach lends to powerful forms of amplification. To illus-
trate, suppose we broaden the class of admissible inputs to the functional
connectedness test to include any system that passes the functional
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connectedness test as well as modest modifications of such systems, ones
that have, say, been given a 1% greater memory capacity. By repeatedly
taking digital systems that pass the functional connectedness test, memo-
rially enhancing them, and using them as further inputs to the test, this
approach could in principle permit the creation of advanced digital
systems with arbitrarily large memories.

This sort of amplification could be used to permit the creation of digital
systems with any number of amplified capabilities aside from memory.
There are also several stronger forms of amplification in the vicinity.
One forgoes using a single sort of modification in favor of a menu of
modifications, one item from which is applied on each iteration.
Another uses a menu of modifications and applies some combination
of those modifications on each iteration.

In addition to enabling AMP to permit highly capable digital minds,
recursively applying AMP has another virtue: it allows substantial capa-
bility improvements to be generated via modest improvements that are
tested piecemeal. This reduces the risk of introducing suffering into
digital systems via unnoticed interference effects that might arise when
modifications are induced in concert. However, the iterated applications
of the functional connectedness test would somewhat weaken our epis-
temic access to the phenomenology of minds whose creation is per-
mitted, at least by way of comparison with digital minds that may be
created on AMP without recursion. Hence, we can expect recursion to
yield gains in viability albeit with costs to safety. The extent to which iter-
ated applications of the functional connectedness test diminishes episte-
mic access and in turn safety is unclear. Given the potential for recursive
extensions of AMP to improve its viability, this is a topic that merits further
investigation.

4.4. Moral relaxation

We have thus far focused on ways of relaxing AMP by modifying its cri-
teria for what types of advanced digital systems may be created. A
different way of relaxing it instead modifies what types of states such
systems must be prevented from entering. AMP reflects the moral aim
of preventing suffering in digital minds and so forbids creating digital
systems that enter states with the functional markers of suffering.
However, some advanced digital systems may be such that there is no
way to usefully deploy them while ensuring that they never enter a func-
tional state that marks even the slightest amount of suffering. Even if we
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could amply compensate these beings and they would endorse our
causing them to exist and suffer, AMP would forbid their creation. Since
deploying such systems might yield great benefits, it may be worth relax-
ing the strategy to allow for the creation of advanced digital systems that
undergo certain limited forms of suffering.

A modest relaxation would license the creation of minds that suffer
only if their lives are worthwhile, the sufferers somehow benefit from
the suffering, and there is impersonal benefit to their suffering. Less scru-
pulous relaxations of the strategy would adopt some but not others of
these constraints. However, such relaxations would invite controversy.
For instance, while allowing any suffering in a digital mind that is imper-
sonally good would be licensed by some forms of consequentialism, it
would be forbidden by some non-consequentialist views, e.g. because
it would license using an agent as a mere means. Absent convergence
in moral theorizing, it would seem unwise to resort to a highly partisan
form of relaxation. A better option would be to identify forms of moral
relaxation that are compatible with a wide range of moral theories.46

While we will not attempt such development here, it is worth flagging
two issues that would need to be addressed in the course of such devel-
opment. One is that to be applicable in practice, such developments will
need to offer functional markers for whatever moral criteria they invoke.
After all, an impeccable moral criterion will be of no use if we are at a loss
as to which advanced digital systems satisfy it. The other is that allowing
some forms of digital suffering may precipitate a descent down a causal
slippery slope that ends with us allowing egregious forms of digital
suffering. Thus, in evaluating proposed moral relaxations, we should be
mindful of their likely effects in practice, not just their moral status
under ideal conditions.

5. Conclusion

The problem of digital suffering is a high stakes moral problem. Formid-
able epistemic obstacles stand in the way of solving it. To overcome these
obstacles, we proposed AMP. AMP uses a functional connectedness test
to generate epistemic access to a limited class of digital minds, thereby
putting us in a position to know what experiences digital systems are
having and to prevent digital minds from suffering. We have seen that
AMP likely precludes some prominent approaches to advanced digital

46Cf. MacAskill and Ord (2020).
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systems. Fortunately, AMP fits well with and therefore provides reason to
prioritize one approach to developing advanced digital systems, namely
whole brain emulation. That approach enjoys independent motivation
and offers a path to some forms of superintelligence. Even so, it is
worth considering ways to enhance AMP by making it safer or more
viable. To that end, we explored four ways of modifying AMP: allowing
modified human inputs to the functional connectedness test, relaxing
the operative notion of functional connectedness, making AMP recursive,
and relaxing AMP’s moral aims. While each of these approaches exhibited
promise, their prospects are uncertain and require further investigation.
There is also the task of developing and evaluating alternative solutions
to the problem of digital suffering. In short, while AMP points to a way
forward on the problem of digital suffering, much work remains if we
are to converge upon and implement an optimal solution to the
problem of digital suffering while there is still time.
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